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Abstract

Motivated by ride-sharing platforms’ efforts to reduce their riders’ wait times for a1

vehicle, this paper introduces a novel problem of placing vehicles to fulfill real-time2

pickup requests in a spatially and temporally changing environment. The real-time3

nature of this problem makes it fundamentally different from other placement4

and scheduling problems, as it requires not only real-time placement decisions5

but also handling real-time request dynamics, which are influenced by human6

mobility patterns. We use a dataset of ten million ride requests from four major7

U.S. cities to show that the requests exhibit significant self-similarity. We then8

propose distributed online learning algorithms for the real-time vehicle placement9

problem and bound their expected performance under this observed self-similarity.10

1 Introduction11

In the past five years, ride-sharing platforms like Uber and Lyft have become a significant means12

of transportation, accounting for nearly two billion rides in 2016. Given this popularity, ride-13

sharing companies have turned their attention towards the problem of optimizing rider experience.14

In particular, they have begun to examine ways to minimize rider wait times. Future vehicular15

technologies like autonomous cars can also benefit from algorithms to reduce wait times.16

Reducing wait times to below two minutes is a challenging problem that requires real-time vehicle17

placement. The real-time nature of this problem then introduces two challenges: first, drivers18

should proactively predict where future pickup requests will be located and go to these locations in19

anticipation of future pickup requests, eliminating passenger waiting due to vehicle travel time. Yet20

to accurately predict future requests in the next few minutes, drivers must account for not just overall21

patterns in ride requests, but also real-time temporal and geo-spatial request fluctuations, which are22

influenced by human mobility dynamics. Second, these vehicle (driver) placement decisions must be23

made quickly, which precludes any significant coordination between different vehicles.24

Existing work in this area has tended to focus on a coarser version of the problem that does not25

address one or both of these two challenges, e.g., [12] examines the placement of taxis based on26

predicted demand at a much coarser geo-spatial scale. The problem of load balancing by distributing27

vehicles around a geographical space is studied by [11]; the authors state that making ride request28

predictions to balance load at a small time granularity (less than thirty minutes) makes the problem29

hard. There has also been work using offline learning methods to optimally match riders and drivers30

under the assumption that all travel plans are known in advance [9], and [15] provides a recursion31

tree approach to maximize driver profit by recommending routes that are likely to have multiple32

pickup points. Probabilistic reasoning was applied by [17] to provide routing based on taxi drivers’33

collective intelligence. However, these latter approaches do not deliver real-time placements.34

In this paper, we propose a distributed online learning approach to the problem of fine-grained (at a35

timescale of less than a few minutes and spatial scale of a few hundred meters) vehicle placement. An36

online learning algorithm gives us the flexibility to consider real-time ride request patterns in making37
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our placement decisions. Historical information can help inform these decisions, but the utility of38

such historical information may vary a lot geo-spatially. We are not aware of any attempts to use39

online learning algorithms for real-time vehicle placement. Crucially, we discover a pattern which is40

exploited to analyze the performance of our proposed online real-time vehicle placement algorithms.41

2 Problem Definition42

We consider a geographical surface that is divided into equally sized cells of side length ε each,43

as shown in Figure 1a, to get an aggregate of a × b cells. We suppose a consecutive set of time44

snapshots, taken at intervals τε, where each time snapshot t specifies a set of drop-offs at different45

cells, represented by the matrix Dt ∈ Za×b, and pickups Pt ∈ Za×b of ride requests. Each (i, j)46

entry inDt or Pt is the sum of all drop-offs or pickups that occurred at t, in cell (i, j). In this work,47

we have kept the length of each time snapshot to be a few minutes, reflecting our goal of keeping rider48

wait times under two minutes. The vehicle placement problem is to decide how to move vehicles49

from drop-off cells at time snapshot t to neighboring cells such that pickups happen at those cells at50

t+ 1. Formally, our goal is to place vehicles in the “best” neighboring cells, i.e., so as to maximize a51

reward at time snapshot t that is defined as:52

Rt(Pt,Γt) =
1

nt

∑
i,j

min(Pt[i, j],Γt[i, j]) (1)

where: Γt ∈ Za×b; each entry represents the number of vehicles placed at each cell, or zero otherwise.53

nt =
∑a
i

∑b
jDt−1[i, j] =

∑a
i

∑b
j Γt[i, j]; the number of drop-offs at t − 1 or equivalently, the54

number of placements at t. For any t, Pt is known and the goal is to find Γt usingDt−1 such that Rt55

is maximized. The reward Rt thus represents the average number of successful pick-ups per cell.56

The algorithms decide the placement of each vehicle without knowing where future pick-ups will57

occur. Moreover, for every drop-off by a vehicle at time t−1 at cell (i, j), its corresponding placement58

at t may be either (i, j) itself or one of the neighbouring cells. This constraint is shown by the bolded59

cell outlines in Figure 1a. The number of neighbouring cells at which the vehicle can be placed is60

determined by the vehicle’s ability to travel to the neighbouring cell within the time snapshot; it is61

thus determined by the length of the snapshot (τε) and ε. This constraint also ensures that vehicles62

incur negligible cost (e.g., gasoline used) in moving to the exact pick-up location, as they only move63

to neighbouring cells. We denote the radius of the permitted neighbourhood by ε′. The goal of our64

online algorithm is then to choose the vehicle placements within any time interval [t− 1, t) so as to65

maximize the reward (1), subject to the constraint that vehicles cannot move too far from the cell66

where they dropped off passengers at time t− 1.67

The vehicle placement problem generalizes other known problems in computer science. For instance,68

in the k-server problem one must place k servers within a metric space so as to fulfill requests that69

can come in at any point in the space [10]. Viewing the servers as vehicles, our problem is a dynamic70

version of the k-server problem: we must adjust the vehicle placements in real time as new requests71

arrive, subject to constraints on the travel time of the vehicles.72

3 Fractals and Ride Requests73

In this section, we provide some background [3] on fractals, or self-similarity, and show that our74

ride request data exhibits self-similar patterns. It has been observed that real datasets of point-sets75

representing Montgomery county, Long Beach county, and CA road intersections exhibit properties76

of self-similarity [14]. In our problem we are also dealing with a natural phenomena involving human77

behaviors, i.e. human mobility in urban environments. Characterizing human mobility patterns using78

fractals provides a succinct description which could be leveraged in a variety of applications and their79

analyses, including our vehicle placement problem.80

Fractal dimension provides a quantitative measure of self-similarity for a point-set. In the vehicle81

placement problem, the reward achieved by any algorithm depends on the underlying spatial patterns82

of pick-ups and drop-offs, which, as we observe, exhibits self-similarity. We shall focus on one83

specific measure of fractal dimension which relates to the estimation of spatial queries like how many84

points are present in a cell. Points in our context represent pickup or drop-off locations. Ride requests85

exhibit a biased distribution, i.e., they are more probable in high-density areas.86
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(a) Geographical space discretized into cells; each cell of side ε. For
each drop-off di, there are 9 possible cell placements highlighted by a

thick border.

(b) Summary of measured correlation fractal dimensions for four
cities; computed over a week for every 3-minute time snapshot (3360
snapshots for a week). We exclude seven late-night hours of each day

when frequency of ride requests is very low.

Figure 1: Illustration of vehicle pick-ups and drop-offs and an observed D2 values.

Consider a high dimensional space divided into (hyper-)cubic grid cells of side ε. Let pi denote the87

occupancy of the i−th cell which is the number of points which fall into the i−th cell of the grid.88

Definition 1. Correlation fractal dimension: For a point-set that has self-similarity in the fractal89

range (ε1, ε2) the correlation fractal dimension D2 is defined as:90

D2 ≡
∂ log

∑
i p

2
i

∂ log ε
= constant ε ∈ (ε1, ε2) (2)

For a point-set to be self-similar, in the range (ε1, ε2), we observe the plot of log
∑
i p

2
i versus log ε91

must be a straight line, implying self-similarity in that range, i.e. the fractal range [3]. The slope of92

the line is equal to the correlation fractal dimension D2.93

Self Similarity in Ride Requests: Our dataset is a collection of real ride requests in a city over one94

week [8]. Each data item represents a ride request, i.e., a 4-tuple of: 1) time of request; 2) pickup95

location (latitude & longitude); 3) drop-off location (latitude & longitude); 4) time of drop-off.96

To compute the correlation fractal dimension (D2), our point-set comprises of pick-up locations97

of ride requests. We discretize time into short snapshots of 3-minute durations and divide the98

geographical space into square cells each with side ε = 100 meters. Figure 1b presents the correlation99

fractal dimensions, D2, from the ride request patterns of the four cities. For each city, there is a100

consistent weekly pattern of ride requests and a corresponding variation of its D2 values. For each101

city, the values of D2 range between D2min and D2max. The mean values for the four cities range102

from 1.0 to 1.5, indicating the degree of self-similarity of ride request patterns varies from city to city.103

The fractal range also varies across the cities; however, other than Los Angeles, the other cities all104

exhibit very similar fractal ranges, from 500 meters to 2500 meters.105

The fractal dimension and the fractal range succinctly capture the characteristics of ride request106

patterns in a city. We believe these fractal dimensions and associated fractal ranges can be instrumental107

in revealing effective solutions to the real-time vehicle placement problem and facilitating the108

assessment of the effectiveness of specific algorithms for this problem.109

4 Potential Algorithms110

In this section, we examine in detail three potential algorithms for the real-time vehicle placement111

problem. We make use of the fractal analysis in the previous section to analyze their effectiveness.112

For each drop-off, the possible set of neighboring cells to which the vehicle can potentially be moved113

are restricted; see Figure 1a. If the drop-off location is in the (i, j) cell, then the set of neighboring114

cells within a square-shaped neighborhood centered at (i, j) and containing c2 cells is denoted as115

η(�, (i, j), c). Figure 1a illustrates neighborhoods with c2 = 3x3 cells.116

Baseline Algorithm: Our simplest baseline (Algorithm 1) assumes a uniform weight across all117

neighbouring cells without considering any past history on the number of requests in those cells.118

Poisson Process Based Algorithm: To capture the temporal pattern of ride requests, we consider a119

placement approach that models ride requests for every grid as a Poisson Process, as used in [16]120
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Algorithm 1 URand-NH (Uniform Random with No History)
Require: Search radius ε′; cell length ε;Di,Pi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
1: for each time snapshot t = 1, 2, ..., k do
2: Γt+1 = 0,∈ Ra×b
3: for each non-zero entry (i, j) ∈ Dt do
4: Pick a set of cellsN = η(�, (i, j), 2ε′

ε ).
5: Choose a cell ∈ N uniformly at random with coordinates (i′, j′).
6: Γt+1[i

′, j′] = Γt+1[i
′, j′] + 1

7: end for
8: Obtain rewards forRt+1(Pt+1,Γt+1)
9: end for

(Algorithm 2). Numerous works [5, 13] have recommended against modeling human behavior121

as a Poisson process, due to the assumption made in the Poisson Process that consecutive events122

happen at regular time intervals. Contrarily, human activity tends to be bursty for short time intervals123

accompanied by long intervals of inactivity [2, 1]. For this reason, our maximum likelihood estimator124

(MLE) estimator is based on limited, and most recent history of inter arrival times of ride requests.125

Formally, let N(t), t ≥ 0 be the number of ride requests (events) that occurred by time t.126

Lemma 1. The probability of at least one event occurring in the time snapshot t is given by:127

Pr{N(t) > 0|λ} = 1− e−λt (3)

128

Proof. See [7].129

Algorithm 2 PP-LH (Poisson Process with Limited History)
Require: Search radius ε′; cell length ε;Di,Pi∀i ∈ {1, ..., k}; history lengthm; min. samples u.
1: for each time snapshot t = (m+ 1), (m+ 2), ..., k do
2: M = 0 ∈ Ra×b
3: Γt+1 = 0,∈ Ra×b
4: M =

∑m
i=t−mDi + Pi

5: Estimate λ for each cell entry having a value> u inM by computing MLE using inter-arrival times.
6: for each non-zero entry (i, j) ∈ Dt do
7: Pick a set of cellsN = η(�, (i, j), 2ε′

ε ).
8: Choose a cell (i′, j′) = argmax(i,j)∈N Pr{N(1) > 0|λ[i, j]} (see Equation 3).
9: Γt+1[i

′, j′] = Γt+1[i
′, j′] + 1

10: M [i′, j′] = 0 . Not discarding (i′, j′), degrades performance since it might be considered again.
11: end for
12: Obtain rewards forRt+1(Pt+1,Γt+1)
13: end for

For any instance when none of the neighbourhood cells have an estimator ∈ λ, the algorithm falls130

back to uniform random strategy (like for URand-NH) from within the set of neighbors.131

Follow The Leader (FTL) Algorithm: Follow The Leader is a sequential prediction strategy, which132

always puts all the weight on the cell with the highest reward so far. It has been applied to multiple133

online problems for time series predictions [6]. If there is a tie among the leaders, i.e., there are134

multiple leaders in the neighbourhood with equal reward values, a leader is chosen uniformly at135

random. If all cells are zero, FTL-CH also falls back to a uniform random strategy.

Algorithm 3 FTL-CH (Follow The Leader with Complete History)
Require: Search radius ε′; cell length εD,P ; initial history lengthm.
1: for each time snapshot t = (m+ 1), (m+ 2), ..., k do
2: M = 0 ∈ Ra×b
3: Γt+1 = 0,∈ Ra×b

4: M =
∑t−1
i=1 Di + Pi

5: for each non-zero entry (i, j) ∈ Dt do
6: Pick a set of cellsN = η(�, (i, j), 2ε′

ε ).
7: Choose a cell (i′, j′) = argmax(i,j)∈NM([i, j].
8: Γt+1[i

′, j′] = Γt+1[i
′, j′] + 1

9: M [i′, j′] =M [i′, j′]− 1 . Update to history improves performance.
10: end for
11: Obtain rewards forRt+1(Pt+1,Γt+1)
12: end for

136
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5 Analysis & Results137

In this section we analyze the performance of our proposed algorithms. We use the fact that our ride138

request data exhibits self-similarity to provide an average bound on the algorithms’ reward functions.139

Reward Analysis: Given the observation of self-similarity, we are primarily interested in approxi-140

mating queries such as: what is the average number of neighboring cells which are intersected by141

some neighborhood shape (like square or circle) of a certain length. Let nb(ε′) denote the average142

number of points within an enclosed square � of radius ε′ where ε′ ∈ (ε1, ε2) for which self-similarity143

is observed. Note ε′ > ε. An important consequence of this is:144

Lemma 2. Given a set of points P with finite cardinality and its Correlation Dimension D2, the145

average number of points within the shape � with radius of ε′ follows the power law: nb(ε′) ∝ ε′D2 .146

Proof. See [3].147

We now evaluate the performance of our algorithms under this self-similarity assumption. We assume148

throughout that our performance is determined by the placement strategy, i.e., the number of drop-offs149

is smaller than the number of pick-up requests in a given neighbourhood. Otherwise, if the number150

of drop-offs is too large, any strategy is likely to perform well. We show in our numerical analysis151

(Section 5.2) that this assumption holds in our dataset.152

Theorem 1. Suppose that the total number of drop-offs in a given cell of radius ε′ is no more than the153

expected number of pick-up requests in a cell. Then the expected performance of FTL-CH is strictly154

better than URand-NH for any pickup matrix Pt with 1 < D2 < 2: EFTL-CH[Rt] > EURand-NH[Rt],155

and the expected number of fulfilled pick-ups per drop-off with FTL-CH exceeds that for URand-NH.156

Proof sketch. In a given grid with radius ε′, the expected reward for the Follow The Leader with157

Complete History (FTL-CH) algorithm at time t is given by the minimum of the number of drop-offs158

in that grid at time t, which we denote by D, and the number of pickups at time t + 1 within the159

cell (i, j) chosen by the FTL-CH algorithm: all drop-offs at time t are placed in cell (i, j) at time160

t+ 1. The expected number of pickups in this cell is then proportional to εD2 from Lemma 2, and161

the expected reward is min
{
D,CεD2

}
for some constant C > 0.162

If D ≤ CεD2 , then the expected reward with FTL-CH is D, which is also the maximum possible163

reward. Thus, the uniform random strategy cannot perform any better.164

To show the second part of the theorem, we note that for the uniform random strategy, the expected165

fraction of total pick-ups in the grid that can be fulfilled by one drop-off is ε2/ε′2, i.e., the reciprocal166

of the number of cells in a grid. Then the expected number of pickups fulfilled is the expected total167

number of pickups multiplied by this fraction, i.e., Cε′D2−2ε2 = CεD2 (ε/ε′)
2−D2 ≤ CεD2 , the168

expected number of pickups under FTL-CH, since 1 < D2 < 2 and ε ≤ ε′.169

Theorem 2. Suppose that the expected number of future pickup requests in each cell at time t is170

given by the number of requests experienced in the past interval of [t − 1, t), and the interarrival171

times of a sequence of pickups follow an Exponential distribution. Then the expected performance of172

FTL-CH is equivalent to that of PP-LH: EFTL-CH[Rt] ≡ EPP-LH[Rt].173

Proof sketch. Using Lemma 1 with t = 1, we claim that the placement cell chosen by PP-LH will on174

average have experienced higher pick-ups than any of its neighbouring cells for a fixed time interval.175

This is true because with the interval [t− 1, t), the maximum likelihood estimator for the Exponential176

distribution is the inverse of the mean inter-arrival times. The resulting λ estimate will be large for177

cells which have high rate of events, or equivalently cells which observed more events in the given178

time interval. From (3), we then see that PP-LH will choose the cell with the largest λ estimate, i.e.,179

the cell that experienced the most number of events. Thus, the average reward obtained by PP-LH180

will be equivalent to that of FTL-CH 1.181

Experimental Results: We apply the three algorithms to the ride request data sets from four cities182

and find the achieved rewards in each, indicating the effectiveness of the algorithms. Figure 2183

plots the reward functions for the three algorithms for each 3-minute (τε) time interval over a week.184

ε′ = 500 meters which effectively means there are 102 possible cells for any vehicle to be placed in.185

In Algorithms 2 and 3, m = 20 and 3 respectively.186

1For a more detailed proof refer to Lemma 1 in https://classes.soe.ucsc.edu/cmps290c/Spring09/
lect/10/wmkalai-rewrite.pdf.
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(a) Chicago (b) Los Angeles

(c) New York (d) San Francisco

Figure 2: The PP-LH algorithm out-performs FTL-CH slightly and URand-NH significantly across
all four cities in terms of the reward (Eq. 1) for a week with three minute time snapshots.

(a) Chicago (b) Los Angeles

(c) New York (d) San Francisco

Figure 3: Comparison of reward percentage plots for 3 algorithms along with optimal (OPT) reward.

The weekly 7-day pattern of these functions can be clearly seen. All three algorithms tend to be more187

effective when there are large numbers of ride requests. Supporting the claims in Theorems 1 and188

2, PP-LH and FTL-CH perform similarly for all four cities. On average, the reward percentage for189

PP-LH is 0.75% better than FTL-CH. In San Francisco, PP-LH guarantees that 11.7% of pickups190

occur almost instantaneously, roughly within thirty seconds of the ride requests, since our cells are of191

length ε = 100 meters. The average rewards using PP-LH for Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York192

yield similar results of 11.1%, 7.2%, & 10.2% respectively. Los Angeles has the lowest expected193

reward as well as the lowest average correlation fractal dimension D2 (Figure 1b).194

Discussion & Future Work: We considered three existing algorithms for the real-time vehicle place-195

ment problem. Even though PP-LH performed better than the other two algorithms, in comparison to196

OPT, as shown in Figure 3, there is still much room for further improvement. The reward function197

for OPT is computed using actual data; for every drop-off OPT assumes perfect knowledge of future198

pickups in the neighbouring cells.199

There are several important insights from this work. 1) History of past pickups and drop-offs helps;200

although when accompanied with some sort of randomization does not necessarily help to boost201

the performance of the algorithm. For instance, uniform random selection of the leader as in the202

case of our FTL-CH, does as good as selecting a leader with the lowest index [4]. 2) We believe203

randomization is essential but some weighting mechanism needs to be considered which can be204

characterized with the help of self-similarity. 3) Having limited most recent history is almost as good205

as having complete history. One obvious extension is to consider vehicle placement actions not just206

in the next time snapshot but on a longer time scale.207
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